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Abstract. The response of a case of thin, warm marine-
boundary-layer (MBL) clouds to preindustrial (PI) and
present-day (PD) conditions is simulated by a cloud-system
resolving model (CSRM). Here, both the aerosol conditions
and environmental conditions match those of a general circu-
lation model (GCM). The environmental conditions are char-
acterized by the initial condition and the large-scale forcings
of humidity and temperature, as well as the surface fluxes.
The response of the CSRM is compared to that simulated by
the GCM.

The percentage increase of liquid-water path (LWP) due
to a change from the PI to PD conditions is∼3 times larger
in the CSRM than that in the GCM due to the formation of
cumulus clouds. The formation of cumulus clouds is con-
trolled by a larger increase in the surface latent-heat (LH)
flux in the PD environment than in the PI environment rather
than by the change in aerosols. However, the aerosol in-
crease from the PI to PD level determines the LWP response
in the stratocumulus clouds, while the impacts of changes
in environmental conditions are negligible for stratocumu-
lus clouds. The conversion of cloud liquid to rain through
autoconversion and accretion plays a negligible role in the
CSRM in the response to aerosols, whereas it plays a role
that is as important as condensation in the GCM. Also, it
is notable that the explicit simulation of microphysics in the
CSRM leads to a smaller LWP in the CSRM than that in the
GCM using heavily parameterized microphysics for stratocu-
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mulus clouds. The smaller LWP in the CSRM is closer to an
observed LWP than the LWP in the GCM for stratocumulus
clouds.

Supplementary simulations show that increasing aerosols
increase the sensitivity of the cloud responses to the PI and
PD environmental conditions. They also show that aerosol
effects on clouds depend on the cloud type. The LWP of
warm cumulus clouds is more sensitive to aerosols than that
of stratocumulus clouds.

1 Introduction

Thin, warm stratocumulus clouds (with LWP<∼50 g m−2)

trapped within the MBL and aerosol-cloud interactions in
these clouds may have a substantial impact on climate
change. They may also account for a large portion of the
uncertainty (in the prediction of climate change) associated
with the aerosol indirect effect (AIE). This is because thin
clouds cover 28 % of the globe as shown by the International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Rossow and
Schiffer, 1999). Also, Turner et al. (2007) show that the
surface and the top of the atmosphere longwave and short-
wave radiative fluxes are very sensitive to small changes in
the cloud LWP when the LWP is less than∼ 50 g m−2 (see
figure SB1 in Turner et al, 2007). This strong sensitivity was
simulated in both summer and winter atmospheres for repre-
sentative cloud-droplet effective sizes of both continental and
maritime clouds. This indicates that the strong sensitivity of
the radiative fluxes at low LWP was fairly robust to environ-
mental conditions and to the size of particles. Aerosols are
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known to change cloud properties including the LWP (Al-
brecht, 1989; Ackerman et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2007). This
suggests that global radiation budgets are more susceptible to
aerosol-induced changes in LWP in thin clouds than changes
in LWP in comparatively thick clouds. Hence, the parame-
terization of these thin clouds in climate models, generally
referred to as a GCM, is critical to the correct evaluation
of climate change. It is important to gain a preliminary un-
derstanding of the uncertainties in simulations of thin, warm
clouds in climate models in order to improve the parameteri-
zation of these clouds.

Lee et al. (2009a) compared a GCM simulation to a CSRM
simulation for a thin stratocumulus cloud case. They exam-
ined the uncertainties in the cloud simulation in the climate
models using the CSRM simulation as a benchmark. They
performed long-term simulations over∼20 days only for PD
meteorological conditions and aerosol conditions. Meteoro-
logical conditions are also referred to as environmental con-
ditions in this study.

In general, the AIE refers to changes in cloud proper-
ties due to the increase of aerosols from the PI to the PD.
The AIE is uncertain, since it accompanies changes in cloud
microphysics. Uncertainties in the radiative forcing asso-
ciated with the AIE are comparable to the radiative forc-
ing due to the anthropogenic increase in green house gases
(Ramaswamy et al., 2001; Forster et al., 2007). Zhang
et al. (2003) stated that two lines of complication arose in
the parameterization of clouds in GCMs. The first is from
the spatial and temporal subgrid-scale variability of the dy-
namic, thermodynamic, and hydrological variables within
a GCM grid box. Most GCMs (including the GCM used
here) have relied on highly simplified parameterizations of
subgrid-scale variables due to the use of coarse resolutions.
The second is from microphysical processes associated with
aerosols and hydrometeors and the representation of these
processes. Hence, it is important to examine how coarse
resolutions and cloud representations lead to uncertainties in
the simulation of thin, warm MBL clouds associated with
the AIE in GCMs. This study extends the study of Lee et
al. (2009a) to the comparison of a CSRM and a GCM be-
tween simulations with PD and PI aerosols. The change in
the properties of thin, warm clouds from the PI-aerosol con-
ditions to the PD-aerosol conditions simulated in the CSRM
is compared to that in the GCM in this study. This identifies
why the CSRM clouds respond differently to the changing
aerosol conditions as compared to the GCM clouds. This
also enables us to assess uncertainties (in GCMs by cloud
representations and coarse resolutions) and associated mech-
anisms in the prediction of changes in cloud properties and
thus in climate since industrialization.

It is well known that the development of clouds is con-
trolled by environmental factors such as the humidity and the
temperature (Bluestein, 1993; Weisman and Klemp, 1982).
Hence, the isolation of the effects of changing environmen-
tal conditions from those of aerosols is needed. To do this,

the effects of the change in meteorology from the PI condi-
tion to the PD condition on clouds for both the PI aerosol
and the PD aerosol are examined. This examination enables
the examination of the sensitivity of effects of environment
on clouds to aerosols. So far, most studies have focused on
the effects of environmental conditions on the aerosol-cloud
interactions. However, it is also likely that the effects of en-
vironmental conditions on clouds depend on aerosol levels.
This is because it is expected that different nucleation due to
different aerosols will induce different interactions between
cloud-scale motions and environment. The different nucle-
ation results in different droplet number and mass. This is
likely to lead to the different responses of condensation and
evaporation of cloud droplets and thus of microphysics and
dynamics to the changing environment.

This study applies a high-resolution grid and a microphys-
ical parameterization that includes the droplet microphysical
spectral information in the CSRM. Hence, the CSRM acts
as a benchmark for the assessment, in the same manner as in
Lee et al. (2009a). Also, as in Lee et al. (2009a), we compare
simulations over∼20 days.

2 CSRM

This study uses the Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE)
model (Tao et al., 2003) as the CSRM, which is a three-
dimensional nonhydrostatic compressible model. The de-
tailed equations of the dynamical core of the GCE model
are described by Tao and Simpson (1993) and Simpson and
Tao (1993).

The GCE model adopts the double-moment bulk repre-
sentation of Saleeby and Cotton (2004) to represent micro-
physical processes. Full stochastic collection solutions for
self-collection among cloud droplets and for rain drop collec-
tion of cloud droplets based on Feingold et al. (1988) are ob-
tained. The drop sedimentation as well as collection adopts
the philosophy of a bin representation. The cloud droplet nu-
cleation parameterization of Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000,
2002), which is based on the Köhler theory, is used. The
change in mass of droplets from the vapor diffusion (i.e.,
condensation and evaporation) is calculated by taking into
account the predicted supersaturation and cloud droplet num-
ber concentration (CDNC).

A detailed description of the model used here can be found
in Lee et al. (2009a, b).

3 GCM

The GCM used here is the NCAR Community Atmospheric
Model (CAM3) coupled with Integrated Massively Parallel
Atmospheric Chemical Transport (IMPACT) aerosol model
(CAM-UMICH) (Wang et al., 2009). The IMPACT aerosol
model solves prognostic equations for sulfur and related
species. Aerosols from biomass burning black carbon (BC)
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and natural organic matter (OM), fossil fuel BC and OM,
natural OM, aircraft BC (soot), mineral dust, and sea salt are
also included (Liu et al., 2009).

The physical parameterizations used in the standard
NCAR CAM3 are documented and evaluated by Boville
et al. (2006) and Collins et al. (2006). Shallow stratiform
clouds, which are the cloud type of interest to us here, are
parameterized following Rasch and Kristjánsson (1998) as
modified by Zhang et al. (2003). In this parameterization, the
stratiform condensation of cloud liquid is diagnosed based
on environmental conditions such as temperature, water va-
por, cloud liquid mixing ratio, and cloud fraction, which is
a saturation adjustment. This is different from the conden-
sation scheme used in the CSRM. In the CSRM, the rate
of condensation is explicitly represented based on the pre-
dicted supersaturation and CDNC (see Sect. 2 and Lee et
al. (2009a, b) for more detail). The conversion of cloud liq-
uid to rain (through autoconversion and collection processes
between cloud liquid and rain) follows Boucher et al. (1995)
and Tripoli and Cotton (1980). A threshold mixing ratio and
a constant collection efficiency with no consideration of the
spectral hydrometeor information is used for the conversion.

Droplet nucleation is parameterized based on Köhler the-
ory (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000, 2002), which is the
same treatment as that used in the CSRM. The droplet self-
collection is based on the treatment of Beheng (1994).

The coupled system is run with 26 vertical levels and a
2◦

×2.5◦ horizontal resolution. In the MBL, the vertical grid
length is∼300–600 m. The detailed description of the cou-
pled system can be found in Lee et al. (2009a).

4 Integration design of the CAM-UMICH model

A pair of simulations was carried out using the coupled
CAM-UMICH model. The first experiment uses PD aerosol
emissions and the second uses the PI emissions. Hence-
forth, the first and second simulations are referred to as the
“GCM-PD run” and the “GCM-PI run”, respectively. The
GCM-PD run used here is identical to the GCM run in Lee et
al. (2009a). These GCM runs were integrated for 1 year after
an initial spin-up of four months. The time step for CAM3
was 30 min, and that for advection in IMPACT was 1 h. Aver-
aged boundary conditions (such as sea surface temperature,
sea-ice extent, and model-top incident solar radiation) over
∼50 years are used as described in Collins et al. (2006).

Anthropogenic sulfur emissions were from Smith et
al. (2001, 2004), and those for the year 2000 and the year
1850 were used in the GCM-PD run and the GCM-PI run,
respectively. Anthropogenic emissions of fossil fuel and
biomass burning carbonaceous aerosols were from Ito and
Penner (2005) but adjusted as discussed in Wang and Pen-
ner (2009). The year 2000 PD emissions included fossil fuel
BC and OM, and biomass burning BC and OM. PI emissions
were those for the year 1870. Natural emissions were the

same for the PD and PI simulations. They included volcanic
SO2 from Andres and Kasgnoc (1998), marine dimethylsul-
fide (DMS) from Kettle and Andreae (2000), OM from veg-
etation from Penner et al. (2001), and mineral dust. The
mineral-dust emission is provided by P. Ginoux (private com-
munication, 2004) for the year 1998 based on the algorithm
of Ginoux et al. (2001). Sea salt emissions were calcu-
lated online in the coupled IMPACT-UMICH model using
the method defined in Gong et al. (1997).

5 Case descriptions and integration design of the
CSRM

The persistent development of MBL stratocumulus clouds
has been observed from∼30 June to∼20 July at (30◦ N,
120◦ W) off the coast of the western Mexico in the GCM-PD
run and the GCM-PI run. These clouds are selected for the
comparison between the PI and PD simulations.

A pair of the CSRM simulations was performed. Back-
ground aerosol data for the first (second) CSRM simulation
was provided by the GCM-PD (-PI) run from 16:00 LST (lo-
cal solar time) on 30 June to 16:00 LST on 20 July 20 at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W). Henceforth, the first and second simula-
tions are referred to as the “CSRM-PD run” and the “CSRM-
PI run”, respectively. Note that the CSRM-PD run is iden-
tical to the CSRM run in Lee et al. (2009a). Hence, the
CSRM-PD (-PI) run has the same background aerosol con-
ditions as in the GCM-PD (-PI) run. The predicted aerosol
mass of each aerosol species by the GCM runs is obtained
every 6 h. These mass data are interpolated at each time step
to update the background aerosols in the CSRM runs. The
aerosol mass is approximated to be uniform over the model
horizontal domain and is defined to be a function of height
and time only.

Initial conditions, large-scale forcings of humidity, tem-
perature and vertical velocity, and surface fluxes were ex-
tracted from the GCM-PD (-PI) run from 16:00 LST on 30
June to 16:00 LST on 20 July at (30◦ N, 120◦ W). These ex-
tracted environmental conditions are imposed on the CSRM
runs in the same manner as in Lee et al. (2009a). This allows
the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run to be performed un-
der the same environmental conditions as those in the GCM-
PD and PI runs, respectively. The GCM run and CSRM run
under the identical background aerosol and environmental
conditions enable a comparison between the GCM run and
the CSRM run (see Sect. 5 and Fig. 15 in Lee et al. (2009a)
for more details). The time step of the CSRM runs is 0.5 s.

Vertical profiles of the initial specific humidity, poten-
tial temperature, and horizontal wind velocity used in the
CSRM-PD and the CSRM-PI runs can be seen in Fig. 1.
The vertical distribution of the time- and area-averaged large-
scale forcing of temperature and humidity is shown in Fig. 2.
The time series of surface fluxes imposed in the CSRM-PD
and the CSRM-PI runs are depicted in Fig. 3. The profiles
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Fig. 1. Vertical profiles of(a) initial potential temperature and water
vapor mixing ratio and(b) initial horizontal wind (u, v) velocity for
the CSRM runs.

of humidity and potential temperature indicate that the initial
inversion layer is formed around 400 m for both the CSRM-
PD run and the CSRM-PI run, respectively. Below the inver-
sion layer,u (wind in the east-west direction) andv (wind
in the north-south direction) velocities do not vary much.
The plus and minus indicate eastward (northward) and west-
ward (southward) wind in theu(v) velocities. The maximum
large-scale forcings are near 0.4 km for both the CSRM-PD
and the CSRM-PI runs. However, these forcings are gen-
erally larger in the CSRM-PD than in the CSRM-PI run in
the lower atmosphere below∼1 km (Fig. 2). The surface
LH fluxes increase significantly in the CSRM-PD run af-
ter around 00:00 LST on 13 July while the increase is much
smaller in the CSRM-PI run (Fig. 3). However, the surface
SH fluxes do not vary significantly throughout the simula-
tion period for both the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI
run (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Vertical distribution of the time- and area-averaged(a) po-
tential temperature large-scale forcing (K day−1) and(b) humidity
large-scale forcing (g kg−1 day−1) for the CSRM runs.

The CSRM runs were performed in a 3-D framework. A
uniform grid length of 50 m was used in the horizontal do-
main. The vertical grid length is uniformly 20 m below 3 km
and then stretches to 480 m near the model top. Periodic
boundary conditions were used for the horizontal boundaries.
The horizontal domain length was set to 12 km in both the
east-west and north-south directions in this study to capture
the mesoscale structures in the CSRM runs. The vertical
domain length was 20 km to cover the troposphere and the
lower stratosphere. The justification for the discrepancy be-
tween the domain size for the CSRM runs and the size of a
grid box of the GCM runs at (30◦ N, 120◦ W) (whose hori-
zontal domain length is∼100 km) is given in Sect. 5 in Lee
et al. (2009a).
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Fig. 3. Time series of the surface SH and LH fluxes (W m−2) for
the CSRM runs.

Aerosol number concentrations are calculated from the
mass profiles using the size distributions (mode radius, stan-
dard deviation, and partitioning of mass among modes). The
size distributions are described in Chuang et al. (1997) for
sulfate aerosols and Liu et al. (2005) for non-sulfate aerosols
in the GCM runs. In the MBL, the background aerosol num-
ber is nearly constant and only varies vertically within 10%
of its value at the surface. The time series of the vertically
averaged total background aerosol number concentration in
the MBL in the CSRM-PD and CSRM-PI runs is shown in
Fig. 4. Generally, the aerosol number varies between 200
(100) and 700 (500) cm−3 for the CSRM-PD (-PI) run and is
larger in the CSRM-PD run than that in the CSRM-PI run.

The treatment of aerosols within cloud follows those
adopted in Lee et al. (2009a) (see section 5 in Lee et
al. (2009a) for details).

Table 1 summarizes the simulations in this study. In addi-
tion to the GCM-PD and -PI runs and the CSRM-PD and -PI
runs, four supplementary simulations are performed. They
will be described in more detail in the following sections.

6 Results

6.1 Clear-sky case

There are differences in the parameterizations other than
those used in cloud schemes between the CSRM run and the
GCM run (see Collins et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2005; and Tao et
al., 2003 for those differences). Hence, differences in results
between the CSRM run and the GCM run may be caused not
only by differences in cloud schemes but also by those in the
parameterizations used for other physical and dynamical pro-
cesses. Hence, comparisons between the CSRM run and the
GCM run for the selected cases would not be able to isolate
the effect of the cloud schemes on the simulations. Since this
study focuses on the effects of different cloud parameteriza-
tions in the CSRM run and the GCM run, it is necessary to
show that the results from the comparison here are robust to
different schemes other than those for cloud processes.
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Fig. 4. Time series of background aerosol number concentration
(cm−3) averaged over the MBL in the CSRM runs.

To show this robustness, a CSRM simulation for a clear-
sky case was simulated by Lee et al. (2009a). They showed
that the differences in the simulated fields between the
CSRM run and the GCM run are negligibly small for the
clear-sky case. They also showed that the different radia-
tive properties of cloud liquid in the radiation schemes for
the CSRM and the GCM had nearly identical responses to
identical clouds. This demonstrated that differences in simu-
lations between the CSRM run and the GCM run are mostly
caused by differences in the cloud schemes. The detailed
description of the background philosophy used here can be
found in Lee et al. (2009a).

Figure 5a, b, and c show the vertical profile of the area-
averaged potential temperature and humidity at 00:00 LST
on 11 and 15 July and 16:00 LST on 20 July, respectively, for
the CSRM-PD and GCM-PD runs. These figures depict the
profile above the MBL. 00:00 LST on 11 July is around the
middle of time integration. 00:00 LST on 15 July is when the
top height of stratocumulus clouds is at its maximum in the
CSRM-PD run. 16:00 LST on 20 July is at the end of simu-
lations (see Fig. 7a in Lee et al. (2009a) for the stage of cloud
development). Nearly identical vertical temperature and hu-
midity in the CSRM-PD run to those in the GCM-PD run
are shown in Fig. 5a and b. The differences in temperature
and humidity around the MBL top between the CSRM-PD
run and the GCM-PD run in Fig. 5c are rather large as com-
pared to those in Fig. 5a and b. However, these differences in
Fig. 5c are found to be small enough to demonstrate that the
comparison between a CSRM run and a GCM run for clouds
can be restricted to layers below the top of the MBL. Our test
simulations show that the effect of those differences on cloud
development is not significant.
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Table 1. Summary of simulations.

Simulation Model Location Period Aerosol Environment

GCM-PD run IMPACT-
CAM
Model

Globe One year after the spin-
up time of four months

Globally predicted with
the PD aerosol
emissions

The PD environme nt is
produced

GCM-PI run IMPACT-
CAM
Model

Globe One year after the spin-
up time of four months

Globally predicted with
the PI aerosol
emissions

The PI environment is
produced

GCM-E(PD)-
A(PI) run

Single-column
model

(30◦ N,
120◦ W)

30 June to 17 July The PI aerosol at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

The PD environment at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

GCM-E(PI)-
A(PD) run

Single-column
model

(30◦ N,
120◦ W)

30 June to 17 July The PD aerosol at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

The PI environme nt at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

CSRM-PD run GCE
model

(30◦ N,
120◦ W)

30 June to 20 July The PD aerosol at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

The PD environment at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

CSRM-PI run GCE
model

(30◦ N,
120◦ W)

30 June to 20 July The PI aerosol at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

The PI environment at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

CSRM-E(PD)-
A(PI) run

GCE
model

(30◦ N,
120◦ W)

30 June to 20 July The PI aerosol at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

The PD environment at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

CSRM-E(PI)-
A(PD) run

GCE
model

(30◦ N,
120◦ W)

30 June to 20 July The PD aerosol at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

The PI environme nt at
(30◦ N, 120◦ W)

6.2 Cloud properties and comparison with observation

Figure 6a, b, c, and d show a time-height cross section
of cloud-liquid mixing ratio for the CSRM-PD, GCM-PD,
CSRM-PI, and GCM-PI runs. Figure 6e shows a time-height
cross section of cloud-liquid mixing ratio for one of the sup-
plementary simulations which will be described in the fol-
lowing sections. Figure 7 shows the time series of LWPs for
the GCM-PD and -PI runs, and the CSRM-PD and -PI runs,
smoothed over 1 day (averaged over the period between 12 h
before and after a time point). LWP in the GCM-PD run
generally shows much larger temporal fluctuations than the
CSRM-PD-run LWP.

Table 2 shows the time- and domain-averaged GCM and
CSRM LWP and the time-averaged LWP observed by the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
on the Terra satellite. The MODIS LWP is provided as av-
eraged values for each day (for the 10:30 a.m. crossing time
for July 2001 to 2008). The LWP in the CSRM-PD run can
be considered closer to that observed by the MODIS than
that in the GCM-PD run considering the LWPs in these runs
averaged over entire simulation period. Both the GCM and
the CSRM have the larger LWPs in the PD runs than in the

PI runs over the entire simulation period. However, the dif-
ferences in the LWP between the PD run and the PI run in
the GCM differ from those in the CSRM. There is a 71% in-
crease in LWP in the CSRM runs in the PD case compared
to the PI case, while there is only a 23% increase in the LWP
in the GCM runs. This is also shown in the diagonal arrows
in Fig. 8a. Arrows for the GCM and CSRM runs in Fig. 8
provide the diagrammatic depiction of the percentage varia-
tions of LWP for the entire simulation period. The depiction
by the diagonal arrows is for the LWP variations with simul-
taneously varying environment and aerosol conditions. Also,
LWP is significantly different between the GCM-PI (-PD)
run and the CSRM-PI (-PD) run. The GCM has a 66 (132)
% larger LWP than the CSRM in the PD (PI) condition (over
the entire simulation period).

Table 2 also shows the in-cloud average effective radius of
droplets and the average cloud fraction. Conditional averages
(over cloudy regions) at every time step were obtained for
the in-cloud average effective radius. Only those time steps
with a non-zero conditionally averaged effective radius were
included in the in-cloud average. The conditional average
is the arithmetic mean of the variable over all in-cloud grid
points (grid points in clear air are excluded from the average).
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Table 2. Averaged LWP, effective radius, and cloud fraction. The standard deviations of LWP and effective radius in MODIS, the GCM-PD
and the CSRM-PD simulations are shown in parentheses for the corresponding average periods.

Time- and area-averaged LWP(g m−2) In-cloud average effective radius (µm) Time-averaged cloud fraction

Entire Before 00:00 After 00:00 Entire Before 00:00 After 00:00 Entire Before 00:00 After 00:00
Period LST 17 July LST 17 July Period LST 17 July LST 17 July Period LST 17 July LST 17 July

```````````MODIS
Simulation

13.7 (8.0) 12.3 (6.1) 26.2 (12.5) 7.7 (1.8) 7.7 (2.3) 7.8 (0.7) – – –

GCM-PD 20.3 (14.0) 24.3 (18.2) 7.6 (4.2) 7.2 (1.7) 7.4 (2.0) 5.5 (0.9) 0.59 0.59 0.55
GCM-PI 16.5 16.3 17.8 7.3 7.5 5.7 0.57 0.57 0.54
GCM-E(PD)-A(PI) – 21.9 – – 7.5 – – 0.58 –
GCM-E(PI)-A(PD) – 19.1 – – 7.4 – – 0.58 –
CSRM-PD 12.2 (9.3) 10.3 (6.3) 30.3 (16.7) 7.8 (2.2) 7.8 (2.3) 7.5 (2.0) 0.62 0.61 0.75
CSRM-PI 7.1 7.3 3.1 7.8 7.8 7.3 0.60 0.59 0.65
CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) 8.0 7.4 18.5 7.9 7.9 7.6 0.61 0.60 0.70
CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) 9.8 10.1 3.2 7.7 7.7 7.2 0.62 0.61 0.67
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles of the area-averaged potential tempera-
ture and water-vapor mixing ratio at(a) 00:00 LST on 11 July,(b)
00:00 LST on 15 July, and(c) 16:00 LST on 20 July for CSRM- and
GCM-PD runs.

For the calculation of the conditional average over cloudy re-
gions, it is necessary to determine which grid points are in
cloud. Grid points are assumed to be in cloud if the number
concentration and volume-mean size of droplets is typical for
clouds and fogs (1 cm−3 or more, 1 µm or more; Pruppacher
and Klett, 1997). The cloud fraction, however, was averaged
over all time steps and the layer between minimum cloud-
base height and maximum cloud-top height in the CSRM and
GCM runs when clouds are present. In general, the CSRM-
PD-run effective size is closer to the MODIS-observed size
than the GCM-PD-run size. The effective radius decreases
by less than 2 (1) % and the cloud fraction increases by∼4
(3) % between the PI and the PD conditions in the set of
the GCM (CSRM) runs. These decreases and increases are
much smaller than the increase in LWP. Differences in the ra-
dius and cloud fractions between the GCM-PI (-PD) runs and
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Fig. 6. Time-height cross section of cloud-liquid mixing ratio (g
kg−1) for (a) the CSRM-PD run,(b) the GCM-PD run,(c) the
CSRM-PI run,(d) the GCM-PI run,(e) the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI)
run. Contours are at 0.01, 0.1, 0.4, and 0.6 g kg−1 for the period be-
fore 00:00 LST on 17 July in the CSRM-PD run and for the entire
period in the GCM-PD and -PI runs and the CSRM-PI run. For the
period after 00:00 LST on 17 July in the CSRM-PD run, contours
are at 0.01, 0.4, and 0.6 g kg−1.

the CSRM-PI (-PD) runs are smaller than∼5%. Hence, the
change in the cloud radiative properties is mainly controlled
by the change in the LWP in the simulations. The larger LWP
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Fig. 7. Time series of LWP (g m−2) averaged over the horizontal
domain for the CSRM runs and the GCM runs.

reflects more incident shortwave radiation. This leads to
smaller time- and area-averaged net downward shortwave ra-
diation in the GCM-PI (-PD) run than in the CSRM-PI (-PD)
run at the top of the atmosphere. The net downward short-
wave radiation is 357.5 (340.2) and 451.8 (408.4) W m−2 for
the GCM-PI (-PD) run and the CSRM-PI (-PD) run, respec-
tively. Thus, we can also see that a 2 times larger percentage
variation in the change in the net downward radiation in the
PD and PI runs due to the larger variation in the LWP in the
CSRM runs than in the GCM runs.

6.3 Liquid-water budget of stratocumulus clouds

A smaller time- and domain-averaged LWP is simulated in
the CSRM run than in the GCM run for both the PD and
the PI conditions over the entire simulation period. This is
mostly due to the smaller averaged LWP when stratocumu-
lus clouds are a dominant cloud type in all of the GCM runs
and CSRM runs before 00:00 LST on 17 July (Table 2). After
00:00 LST on 17 July, cumulus clouds develop in the CSRM
run with the PD environment and this will be discussed in
Sect. 6.4. The percentage increase in the LWP from the PI
simulation to the PD simulation is also smaller in the CSRM
runs than in the GCM runs in stratocumulus clouds (before
00:00 LST on 17 July). This can be seen in the diagonal ar-
rows in Fig. 8b and Table 2. This leads to a smaller percent-
age decrease in the time- and domain- averaged net down-
ward shortwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere from
the PI simulation to the PD simulation in the CSRM runs
than in the GCM runs. The averaged net shortwave radiation
fluxes (which is downward) at the top of the atmosphere over
the period between 16:00 LST on 30 June and 00:00 LST
on 17 July are obtained. They are 448.9 (423.6) and 358.6
(324.3) W m−2 in the PI (PD) simulation for the CSRM and
GCM runs, respectively. The diagnosed shortwave cloud
forcings (SCFs) are−12 (−37) and−103 (−137) W m−2 in
the PI (PD) simulation for the CSRM and GCM runs, respec-
tively. The magnitude of variation of SCF is larger mainly
due to the larger change in LWP in the GCM runs than in the
CSRM runs with the PI-to-PD variation. However, the cor-

responding percentage variation of SCF is much smaller in
the GCM runs than in the CSRM runs. The SCF percentage
variation is∼30 and 200% for the GCM and CSRM runs,
respectively. Mechanisms which lead to the different LWPs
and their variation with the PI-to-PD changes in aerosols and
environment in stratocumulus clouds between the CSRM and
the GCM are examined. These mechanisms are very likely
to be linked to the use of different microphysics parameter-
izations and resolutions between the CSRM and the GCM.
The analyses of the liquid-water budget terms of the CSRM
runs and the GCM runs are performed to identify these mech-
anisms and their links to parameterizations and resolutions.
Also, the role of aerosols in the LWP variation with the PI-
to-PD changes is compared to that of the environment for
stratocumulus clouds.

6.3.1 Cloud-liquid budget

The averaged LWPs over the period before 00:00 LST on 17
July are less than 50 g m−2 for the CSRM and GCM runs (Ta-
ble 2). Hence, stratocumulus clouds here can be considered
thin according to the classification of Turner et al. (2007).

To elucidate the microphysical processes controlling the
liquid-water content (LWC) and thus LWP of the stratocu-
mulus clouds in the CSRM and GCM runs, the domain-
averaged cumulative source (i.e., condensation) and sinks of
cloud liquid were obtained. For this, the production equation
for cloud liquid was integrated over the domain and over the
period before 00:00 LST on 17 July for both the CSRM and
GCM runs. These integrations are denoted by< >:

< A >=
1

LxLy

∫∫∫
ρaAdxdydzdt (1)

where Lx andLy are the domain length (12 km), in the east-
west and north-south directions, respectively.ρa is the air
density andA represents any of the variables in this study.
The budget equation for cloud liquid is as follows:

<
∂qc

∂t
>=<Qcond>−<Qevap>−<Qauto>−<Qaccr> (2)

Here, qc is the cloud-liquid mixing ratio. Qcond, Qevap,
Qauto, andQaccr refer to the rates of condensation, evapo-
ration, autoconversion of cloud liquid to rain, and accretion
of cloud liquid by rain, respectively.

Table 3 shows the budget from Eq. (2) for the CSRM-PD
and -PI runs and GCM-PD and -PI runs. The other runs in
Table 3 will be discussed in the following sections. The bud-
get results show that condensation and evaporation are one
to three orders of magnitude larger than autoconversion and
accretion for both the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run.
This indicates that the conversion of cloud liquid (produced
by condensation) to rain is highly inefficient as was the case
in the thin clouds simulated by Lee et al. (2009b). However,
for both the GCM-PD and GCM-PI runs, the conversion of
cloud liquid to rain plays just as important roles as does con-
densation in the determination of LWP (Fig. 9a and b and
Table 3).
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Table 3. Domain-averaged budget terms of cloud liquid (mm) during the time period when stratocumulus clouds dominate before 00:00 LST
on 17 July.

<
∂qc

∂t
> < Qcond> < Qevap> < Qauto> Autoconversion < Qaccr> Accretion of

Condensation Evaporation of cloud liquid to rain cloud liquid by rain

GCM-PD −0.0130 1.6410 1.0190 0.022 0.613
GCM-PI −0.0010 1.2610 0.4410 0.063 0.758
GCM-E(PD)-A(PI) −0.0151 1.6290 0.8121 0.058 0.774
GCM-E(PI)-A(PD) −0.0009 1.2533 0.6272 0.019 0.608
CSRM-PD 0.0050 0.6250 0.6125 0.00029 0.0072
CSRM-PI 0.0020 0.4250 0.4106 0.00040 0.012
CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) 0.0054 0.4451 0.4243 0.00042 0.015
CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) 0.0059 0.6103 0.5901 0.00027 0.014

The small contribution of autoconversion and accretion to
the LWC implies that the role of sedimentation of cloud par-
ticles (cloud liquid+rain) in the determination of LWC is not
as significant as that of condensation and evaporation in the
CSRM runs. This is due to the positive relation between the
particle terminal velocity, size, and sedimentation described
in Lee et al. (2009a, b).

Also, there are much larger differences in condensation
and evaporation as compared to those in autoconversion and
accretion between the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run
(Table 3). The variation in autoconversion and accretion ac-
counts for only∼2% of the variation of condensation be-
tween the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run. This im-
plies that the variation of sedimentation (associated with that
of autoconversion and accretion) is much smaller than that
of condensation and evaporation due to the change from the
PI condition to the PD condition. In contrast, Fig. 9a and
b and Table 3 show that the variation in the conversion of
cloud liquid to rain (i.e., autoconversion + collection) be-
tween the PI and PD conditions accounts for∼50% of the
variation of condensation between the GCM-PD run and the
GCM-PI run. Due to this larger decrease in conversion, the
GCM-PD run shows a larger percentage increase (49%) in
the LWP than that in the CSRM-PD run (41%) (see the diag-
onal arrows in Fig. 8b). This is despite the smaller increase
in condensation between the PI run and the PD run before
00:00 LST on 17 July when stratocumulus clouds dominate
for the GCM-PD, -PI, CSRM-PD, and -PI runs (Tables 2
and 3).

Figure 9d, e, and f show the vertical distribution of the
time- and area-averaged condensation, conversion of cloud
liquid to rain, and liquid-mass changes due to sedimenta-
tion for the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run before
00:00 LST on 17 July. The CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run in
Fig. 9e will be described in the following sections. Liquid
mass here is the sum of the mass of all species associated
with warm microphysics, i.e., cloud liquid and rain. The
magnitude of the condensation rate is substantially larger

than that of conversion of cloud liquid to rain and thus the
sedimentation-induced liquid-mass changes for both of the
CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run. Also, the magnitude
of difference in the condensation rate between the CSRM-PD
run and the CSRM-PI run is substantially larger than that in
conversion of cloud liquid to rain and thus in sedimentation-
induced mass changes. Hence, as implied by the budget anal-
ysis, LWC and LWP and their responses to the change from
PI to PD conditions are strongly controlled by condensation
while the role of sedimentation in their determination is neg-
ligible due to the inefficient conversion of cloud liquid to
rain. However, as seen in comparisons between Fig. 9a and
c (depicting sedimentation-induced liquid-mass changes for
the GCM runs), sedimentation in the GCM-PD and GCM-
PI runs accounts for a significant portion of condensation
in the GCM-PD and GCM-PI runs, respectively. Also, the
sedimentation difference between the GCM-PD run and the
GCM-PI run accounts for a significant portion of the conden-
sation difference between the GCM-PD run and the GCM-PI
run. This is due to an efficient conversion of cloud liquid to
rain as compared to that in the CSRM runs.

Small cloud droplets grow to a critical size for (active) col-
lection not only by the turbulent collisions among them but
also by condensation. For particles smaller than the criti-
cal size, condensational growth is as important as the growth
through the turbulent collisions. These small particles grow
via positive feedbacks between the condensational growth
and the growth through these turbulent collisions. However,
above the critical size, the growth through collection is domi-
nant (Rogers and Yau, 1991). Thus, it is likely that, as clouds
get thinner, these feedbacks get weaker and thus the conver-
sion efficiency (i.e., the ratio between the conversion of cloud
liquid to rain and condensation) gets lower. This is because
condensation in thinner clouds with lower LWP is likely to
be lower. Hence, for the thin stratocumulus clouds simulated
here, the conversion of droplets to rain (here, defined as parti-
cles whose radius is larger than 40 micron) is inactive enough
to result in nearly inactive sedimentation as compared to
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagrams illustrating the percentage change in LWP due to changes in the environment and aerosols.(a), (b), and(c) are
for the entire simulation period and the period before and after 00:00 LST on 17 July, respectively. The abscissa and the ordinate represent
the environment and the aerosol conditions, respectively, and PI and PD represent the preindustrial and present-day conditions, respectively.
Each of arrows represents the magnitude of the percentage changes (proportional to an arrow length) in LWP and the direction of changes
in conditions (indicated by an arrowhead). The green and blue arrows represent these changes in the GCM and the CSRM simulations,
respectively. The arrow length is scaled relative to the longest arrow (the diagonal blue arrow for (a) and (c) and the diagonal green arrow
for (b)) in each figure. The two horizontal (vertical) arrows are for changes in LWP due to changes in aerosols (the environment) from the PI
condition to the PD condition at either the PI environment (aerosol), represented by the lower (left) arrow, or the PD environment (aerosol),
represented by the upper (right) arrow. The diagonal arrow is for the LWP change due to simultaneous changes in aerosol and environment
from the PI conditions to the PD conditions. For reference, the value of the percentage variation of LWP is shown near a corresponding
arrow. The plus and minus in the value indicate an increase and a decrease in LWP, respectively. The names of experiments from which LWP
values are produced to calculate a LWP change are shown around the starting point and in front of an arrowhead of a corresponding arrow.

condensation in the CSRM runs. Also, Khairoutdinov and
Kogan (2000) indicated that the sensitivity of the conversion
of cloud liquid to rain to varying CDNC was weaker at low
LWC than at high LWC. This is based on results from a bin
model which takes into account the feedbacks between con-
densation and collisions. Their finding implies that the sensi-
tivity of sedimentation to aerosol changes (leading to CDNC
changes) is also weaker at low LWC. The variation of the
conversion of cloud droplets to rain with varying aerosols
is not large enough to make a significant difference in the
sedimentation of cloud particles among simulations with low
LWC here in the CSRM runs. This leads to a negligible role
of sedimentation in the response of LWP to aerosols as com-

pared to that of condensation. The parameterizations used in
the CSRM are able to simulate the feedbacks between con-
densation and collision explicitly when particles are smaller
than the critical size. This is because these parameterizations
are able to predict supersaturation and CDNC and consider
the spectral information in the collection processes. Hence,
results in the CSRM runs are fairly consistent with the im-
plications of the theoretical consideration about the role of
the conversion and sedimentation in the LWP determination
in thin clouds. These results are also supported by the previ-
ous study about the dependence of the response of the role to
aerosols on LWP. However, the saturation adjustment scheme
and the autoconversion and collection parameterizations with
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a fixed threshold and a constant collection efficiency in the
GCM runs are not able to take into account the feedbacks ex-
plicitly. The results here demonstrate that the absence of the
feedbacks leads to much more efficient conversion of cloud
liquid to rain and much more important role of sedimentation
in the cloud response to aerosols.

Next, mechanisms leading to the different increase in con-
densation for the GCM- and CSRM-PD runs compared to
condensation in the PI runs are examined. Also, mechanisms
for different condensation between the CSRM and GCM runs
for each of the PI and PD conditions are examined. For the
examination, the factors determining condensation are inves-
tigated.

6.3.2 Interactions among CDNC, condensation, and
dynamics

The equation for the change in mass of droplets from vapor
diffusion integrated over the size distribution in the CSRM
runs is Eq. (2) in Lee et al. (2009a).

Among the variables associated with the condensational
growth of droplets in the diffusion equation, differences in
the supersaturation and CDNC contribute most to the differ-
ences in condensation between the CSRM-PD run and the
CSRM-PI run. Percentage differences in the other variables
are found to be∼two orders of magnitude smaller than those
in supersaturation and CDNC throughout the simulation pe-
riod. Figure 10a shows the time series of CDNC and Fig. 10b
shows the time series of supersaturation when the stratocu-
mulus clouds dominate in both of the simulations. CDNC
and supersaturation are conditionally averaged over areas
where the condensation rate>0. The conditional average is
the arithmetic mean of the variable over the grid points where
the condensation rate>0 (grid points with no condensation
are excluded from the average). Figure 10a and 10 indicate
that supersaturation is generally larger in the CSRM-PI run
than in the CSRM-PD run. However, the condensation rate is
generally higher, leading to larger cumulative condensation
in the CSRM-PD run than in the CSRM-PI run (during the
time when stratocumulus clouds dominate) (Table 3). This
is ascribed to the larger CDNC (as shown in Fig. 10a) which
provides a larger surface area for water-vapor condensation
in the CSRM-PD run compared to that in the CSRM-PI run.
The larger CDNC is mainly due to the increased aerosols in
the CSRM-PD run. The effects of the CDNC increase on
the surface area of droplets and thus on condensation com-
pete with the effects of the supersaturation decrease on the
condensation. The effects of the increased surface area for
condensation outweigh the effects of decreased supersatura-
tion. This leads to an increase in the condensation in the
CSRM-PD run. This results in the larger averaged LWP over
the period prior to 00:00 LST on 17 July in the CSRM-PD
run compared to that in the CSRM-PI run.

Increased condensation provides more condensational
heating, and, thereby, intensifies updrafts as shown in Fig-
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Fig. 9. Vertical distribution of time- and area-averaged(a) and(d)
condensation for the GCM runs and the CSRM runs, respectively,
(b) and (e) conversion of cloud liquid to rain for the GCM runs
and the CSRM runs, respectively, and(c) and (f) sedimentation-
induced liquid mass change for the GCM runs and the CSRM runs,
respectively, in g m−3 day−1 over the period before 00:00 LST on
17 July when stratocumulus clouds dominate for the CSRM and
GCM runs. The solid horizontal line in (d), (e), and (f) is the average
cloud-base height normalized with respect to cloud-top height (zt ).

ure 11a. The variance of the other experiments in Fig. 11a
will be discussed in the following sections. The increased
updrafts in turn increase condensation. This establishes a
positive feedback between updrafts and condensation which
plays a crucial role in the increased LWP in the CSRM-PD
run. Note that increased condensation not only increases
LWC but also increases evaporation, and, thus, entrainment.
Increased cloud liquid due to the increased condensation
increases cloud liquid detrained into unsaturated areas and
this leads to enhanced evaporation and, thereby, entrainment.
The effects of condensation on LWC outweigh those of evap-
oration and entrainment, leading to the increased LWP in the
PD run. Hence, the interactions among CDNC, condensa-
tion, and dynamics (i.e., updrafts) mostly determine the dif-
ferences in condensation and thereby the LWP response be-
tween the CSRM-PI and -PD runs.
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Time series of CDNC
cm

-3

CSRM-PD run

CSRM-PI run

Time (day)

Time series of supersaturation

%
a

Time (day)b

CSRM-PD run

CSRM-PI run

Fig. 10. Time series of conditionally averaged(a) CDNC (cm−3)

and(b) supersaturation (%) over areas where the condensation rate
>0 for the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run.

However, unlike the CSRM, the saturation adjustment in
the GCM with no consideration of the effect of varying sur-
face area of droplets on condensation is strongly controlled
by the large-scale environment. The interactions among
CDNC, supersaturation and dynamics are not able to be re-
solved due to the use of coarse resolutions, whereas the large-
scale environment is resolvable in the GCM. The variation
of large-scale environment is not substantial. This leads to
∼1.5 times smaller percentage increase of condensation in
the GCM-PD run than in the CSRM-PD run with the PI-to-
PD change as seen in Fig. 9a and d and Table 3. As shown
in the following Sect. 6.3.4, when the effect of aerosols on
condensation is excluded and only that of environment is
included, the LWP variation with the PI-to-PD change de-
creases substantially as compared to when both effects are
included even in the CSRM runs.

The consideration of the explicit feedbacks between
CDNC and supersaturation tends to smooth out supersatura-
tion. Note that these feedbacks are simulated explicitly due
to the use of high resolution and the prediction of supersatu-
ration in the CSRM runs. This leads to smaller supersatura-
tion in the CSRM than the diagnosed supersaturation in the
GCM in each of the PI run and the PD run. This leads to in-
creased condensation in the GCM-PD (-PI) run as compared
to that in the CSRM-PD (-PI) run. This increased conden-
sation is large enough to result in a larger LWP despite the
higher conversion efficiency in the GCM-PD (-PI) run than in
the CSRM-PD (-PI) run during the time when stratocumulus
clouds dominate. This results in a better agreement in LWP
between the CSRM-PD run and the MODIS observation than
between the GCM-PD run and the MODIS observation. The
consideration of the explicit feedbacks between CDNC and
supersaturation also lowers the sensitivity of LWP to diur-
nal decoupling. In other words, the LWP sensitivity to diur-

                       Variance of vertical velocity  ( w’w’)

z/
z t

CSRM-PD run

CSRM-PI run

CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) run

CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run

 16 LST June 30th - 00 LST July 17th

b

 m2s-2

CSRM-PD run

CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run

 00 LST July 17th - 16 LST July 20th

a

z/
z t

 m2s-2

Fig. 11. Vertical distribution of the time- and area-averaged vari-
ance of vertical velocity (w′w′) (m−2 s−2) (a) for all of the CSRM
runs and(b) for the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI)
run. (a) and (b) are averaged over 16:00 LST on 30 June–00:00 LST
on 17 July and over 00:00 LST on 17 July–16:00 LST on 20 July,
respectively. The solid horizontal line in each figure is the average
cloud-base height normalized with respect to cloud-top height (zt ).

nal variation of the transportation of water vapor from the
surface to the upper layers in the CSRM runs is lowered.
The presence of interactions between CDNC and supersat-
uration acts to damp down (or smooth out) the variation in
supersaturation with varying decoupling. This leads to much
larger temporal fluctuation (or diurnal variation) in LWP in
the GCM runs than in the CSRM runs as shown in Fig. 7.

6.3.3 Effects of cloud-base instability on LWP

The surface precipitation is absent in the CSRM runs before
00:00 LST on 17 July as indicated by Fig. 9f. Hence, precip-
itation does not stabilize the whole MBL. It only changes the
stability around cloud base and increased rain evaporation
increases instability around cloud base in stratiform clouds
(Jiang et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2009a and b)
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Figure 12a depicts the area-averaged rain evaporation in
the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run. This figure con-
firms that the precipitation does not reach the surface. It
also confirms that rain evaporates mostly around cloud base
(at z/zt ∼ 0.4 to 0.5 wherezt is cloud-top height) in both
the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run. Figure 9e shows
that more droplets are converted to rain in the CSRM-PI run.
Hence, more rain falls to around the cloud base in the CSRM-
PI run than in the CSRM-PD run. This in turn leads to a
larger evaporation of rain just below the cloud base as shown
in Figure 12a. Figure 12b depicts area-averaged profile of
lapse ratedθ

dz
over 16:00 LST on 30 July–00:00 LST on 17

July. Here,θ is potential temperature. This figure indicates
that the increase in evaporation below cloud base leads to
a larger instability in the CSRM-PI run, sincedθ

dz
is smaller

in the CSRM-PI run below cloud base. Figure 12c shows
the domain-averaged profile of potential temperature over
16:00 LST on 30 June–00:00 LST on 17 July. Smallerdθ

dz
below cloud base leads to lower potential temperature in the
CSRM-PI run around cloud base.

The increased cloud-base instability tends to increase con-
densation in the CSRM-PI run by inducing an increase in
the intensity of updrafts. However, with the increasing (de-
creasing) aerosols, interactions between CDNC, supersatu-
ration, and dynamics and associated condensation increase
(decrease) as explained in the previous section. In the CSRM
runs, the effect of the decreasing interactions (among CDNC,
supersaturation, and dynamics) on condensation outweighs
that of the increasing cloud-base instability with decreasing
aerosols in the CSRM-PI run. This explains the smaller time-
and domain-averaged updrafts, condensation and thus LWP
in the CSRM-PI run than in the CSRM-PD run during the
time when stratocumulus clouds dominate.

Results here (shown in Sects. 6.3.1–6.3.3) indicate that mi-
crophysics parameterizations, able to predict particle mass
and number, and thereby, surface area, need to be imple-
mented into climate models. These parameterizations need
to be coupled with a prediction of supersaturation. These pa-
rameterizations should also be able to take into account the
interactions between rain evaporation and the cloud-base in-
stability. This implementation can be critical for a correct
simulation of the effects of aerosols on thin clouds.

6.3.4 Effects of environmental conditions on LWP

There are differences in both the background aerosols and
environmental conditions (characterized by the initial condi-
tion, large-scale forcings, and surface fluxes) imposed on the
CSRM between the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run. It
is well known that environmental conditions affect aerosol-
cloud interactions as well as cloud development (Jiang et al.,
2002; Ackerman et al., 2004; Guo et al., 2007). Hence, it is
needed to examine the relative role of changes in aerosols
in determining the LWP response to the PI-to-PD change
in thin stratocumulus clouds (explained in the previous sec-
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Potential temperature
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z t
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Fig. 12. Vertical distribution of time- and area-averaged(a) rain
evaporation,(b) dθ

dz
(K m−1), and(c) θ (K) for the CSRM-PD run,

the CSRM-PI run, and CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run. (a) is averaged
over the entire simulation period while (b) and (c) are averaged over
16:00 LST on 30 June–00:00 LST on 17 July. The solid horizontal
line in each figure is the average cloud-base height normalized with
respect to cloud-top height (zt ).

tions) to that of changes in environmental conditions. Two
additional simulations were performed for this examination.
The first (second) adopts the PD (PI) environment with the
PI (PD) aerosol. Henceforth, the first and the second simula-
tions are referred to as the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run and the
CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) run, respectively (Table 1). Also, these
simulations are repeated for the GCM run using a single-
column model setup to compare the relative role of changes
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in aerosols in the GCM runs to that in the CSRM runs. These
simulations for the GCM are referred to as the GCM-E(PD)-
A(PI) run and the GCM-E(PI)-A(PD) run, respectively (see
Table 1 for the description of these runs).

The budget terms for cloud liquid-water mass for both
the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run before
00:00 LST on 17 July (for the time period during which
stratocumulus clouds dominate) is shown in Table 3. As
was the case in the comparison between the CSRM-PD run
and the CSRM-PI run, condensation controls the variation
of the liquid-water budget between the CSRM-PD run and
the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run. However, the role of the con-
version of liquid water to precipitation (i.e., autoconver-
sion + accretion) in the variation is negligible. As shown
in Fig. 12b, a larger cloud-base instability develops in the
CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run than in the CSRM-PD run. No sur-
face precipitation is simulated during the time period when
stratocumulus clouds dominate in the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI)
run. The lower aerosol concentration leads to more conver-
sion of cloud liquid to rain in the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run
than in the CSRM-PD run (Fig. 9e). This in turn leads to
more cloud-base rain evaporation to induce a larger cloud-
base instability in the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run than in the
CSRM-PD run (Fig. 12a and b). However, the larger insta-
bility does not lead to the larger updrafts, condensation, and
LWP in the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run than in the CSRM-PD
run when stratocumulus clouds dominate as shown in Figure
11a and Tables 2 and 3. This can also be seen in the up-
per horizontal arrow in Fig. 8b. It depicts increasing LWP
with the PI-to-PD change in aerosols at the PD environment.
The effects of the increased aerosols on CDNC and thus con-
densation outweigh the effects of the increased cloud-base
instability. This is also shown in the comparison between
the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run. Hence, the mech-
anisms elaborated in the previous sections leading to larger
LWP in the CSRM-PD run (when stratocumulus clouds are
dominant) are operative with the change in aerosols regard-
less of whether the change in the environmental conditions
occurs. This is supported by the comparison between the
CSRM-PI run and the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) run for the pe-
riod before 00:00 LST on 17 July. The CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD)
run with higher aerosols than those in the CSRM-PI run
has higher condensation (controlling the liquid-mass and
thus LWP responses to aerosols). This leads to larger up-
drafts, LWC, and thus LWP in the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) run
(Fig. 11a, Tables 2 and 3). This can also be seen in lower
horizontal arrow in Fig. 8b. It depicts increasing LWP with
the PI-to-PD change in aerosols at the PI environment. The
larger averaged updrafts in the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) run than
in the CSRM-PI run shown in Fig. 11a also holds over the en-
tire simulation period. The increased condensation and LWP
in the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) run is despite the lower cloud-
base instability in the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) run than that in
the CSRM-PI run. Due to the increased surface areas of
droplets, condensation increases in the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD).

The LWP variations due to the change from the PI envi-
ronmental condition to the PD environmental condition for
both the PI aerosol and the PD aerosol is one to two orders
of magnitude smaller than the LWP variation shown between
the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-PI run before 00:00 LST
on 17 July (Table 2). This can be seen in the LWPs in Ta-
ble 2 for the CSRM-PI (the CSRM-PD) run and the CSRM-
E(PD)-A(PI) (the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD)) run compared to that
between the CSRM-PI run and the CSRM-PD run for the PI
(PD) aerosol. This can also be seen in the comparison of a
diagonal arrow to a vertical arrow either at the PD aerosol
(the right vertical arrow) or at the PI aerosol (the left ver-
tical arrow) for the CSRM runs in Fig. 8b. However, for
the PI environment and the PD environment, changes in the
aerosol from the PI level to the PD level account for more
than∼95% of the LWP variation shown between the CSRM-
PI and the CSRM-PD runs (for the time when stratocumulus
clouds dominate). This can be seen in the LWP variation
in Table 2 between the CSRM-PI (the CSRM-PD) run and
the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) (the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI)) run com-
pared to that between the CSRM-PI run and the CSRM-PD
run for the PI (PD) environment. This can also be seen in the
comparison of a diagonal arrow to a horizontal arrow either
at the PD environment (the upper horizontal arrow) or at the
PI environment (the lower horizontal arrow) for the CSRM
runs in Fig. 8b. Aerosol changes play a much more impor-
tant role in the LWP changes (associated with the PI-to-PD
transition) than the changes in the environment for stratocu-
mulus clouds.

In contrast, the single-column simulations show that LWP
variations due to the PI-to-PD change in environment for
both the PI aerosol and the PD aerosol are larger than those
due to the PI-to-PD change in aerosols for both the PI envi-
ronment and the PD environment in the GCM runs (Table 2
and Fig. 8b). This is due to the strong sensitivity of satura-
tion adjustment scheme (leading to the strong sensitivity of
condensation) in the GCM to the environmental conditions
(Table 3). However, conversion of cloud liquid to rain in the
GCM runs is found to be much more strongly sensitive to the
PI-to-PD change in aerosols than to that in environment (Ta-
ble 3). The single-column simulations show that the changes
in condensation with changing environment accounts for the
LWP variation between the GCM-PD and GCM-PI runs∼2
times larger than those in conversion with changing aerosols
(Table 3 and Fig. 8b).

Also, it should be pointed out that there is an increase in
condensation and thus LWP due to the change from the PI
environmental condition to the PD environmental condition
for each of the PI and the PD aerosols when stratocumulus
clouds dominate. However, the increase is negligibly small
(Tables 2 and 3). This can be seen in a vertical arrow show-
ing increasing LWP with the PI-to-PD change in the envi-
ronment either at the PD aerosol (the right arrow) or at the
PI aerosol (the left arrow) for the CSRM run in Fig. 8b. This
increase is associated with the surface LH flux. The LH flux
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is generally larger in the PD environment than in the PI en-
vironment (Fig. 3). As Guo et al. (2007) showed, the in-
crease in the surface LH flux leads to increases in the LWP
of stratocumulus clouds. The larger surface LH fluxes in-
duce larger buoyancy fluxes. This in turn induces a larger
intensity of vertical velocity. The larger intensity of vertical
velocity leads to larger condensation and LWP in thin stra-
tocumulus clouds in the PD environment compared to the PI
environment for the given aerosols (Figs. 8b and 11a and Ta-
bles 2 and 3). Also, as can be seen in Fig. 2, there is a larger
large-scale advection of humidity and temperature in the PD
environment in the MBL (generally below∼1 km for strat-
iform clouds as indicated by Fig. 6). This also contributes
to an increase in condensation and LWP by increasing the
vertical velocity in the cloud layer in the PD environment.

The larger large-scale subsidence in the PD environment
than in the PI environment leads to lower cloud-top height
in the CSRM-PD and CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) runs than in the
CSRM-PI run during the period between the beginning of
the simulation and 00:00 LST on 13 July as shown in Fig. 6a,
6c, and e. Figure 6e depicts the time-height cross sec-
tion of cloud-liquid mixing ratio for the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI)
run. The averaged large-scale subsidence over this period
is 0.5 and 0.3 cm s−1 in the PD and PI environment, respec-
tively. During the period between 00:00 LST on 13 July and
00:00 LST on 17 July, the increase in the surface LH fluxes
starting around 00:00 LST on 13 July (Fig. 3) increases en-
trainment through the MBL top and, thus, leads to the higher
cloud top in the CSRM-PD and CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) runs
than in the CSRM-PI run.

6.4 Transition from stratocumulus to cumulus

6.4.1 LH-flux induced formation of cumulus clouds

The time- and domain-averaged LWP over the entire simu-
lation period in the CSRM-PD (GCM-PD) run is larger than
that in the CSRM-PI (GCM-PI) run. The increase in the LWP
in the CSRM-PD run (as compared to the LWP in the CSRM-
PI run) is larger than that in the GCM-PD run (as compared
to the LWP in the GCM-PI run). This is due to a substantial
increase in cloud-liquid mixing ratio after around 00:00 LST
on 17 July in the CSRM-PD run. This increase is caused
by the transition of the cloud type from the stratocumulus
clouds to the cumulus clouds. The increase in the surface LH
fluxes starting around 00:00 LST on 13 July (Fig. 3) induces
the transition (see Sect. 6.3 in Lee et al. (2009a) for details
on the role of the surface LH fluxes in the transition to cu-
mulus clouds). This makes LWP in the CSRM-PD run much
larger than that in the CSRM-PI run after 00:00 LST on 17
July (Fig. 7 and Table 2). This is also shown in the diago-
nal arrow for the CSRM run in Fig. 8c for the period after
00:00 LST on 17 July. However, the LWP in the GCM-PD
run is smaller than that in the GCM-PI run after 00:00 LST
on 17 July (see the diagonal arrow for the GCM run in Fig. 8c

and Table 2). This is partly due to the lack of any develop-
ment of cumulus clouds in the set of GCM runs after around
00:00 LST on 17 July (Fig. 7).

The absence of cumulus clouds in the GCM-PD run is as-
sociated with coarse resolutions in the GCM used here. The
coarse resolution prevents the explicit interactions between
the surface LH fluxes and in-cloud buoyancy fluxes (essen-
tial for the formation of cumulus clouds) described in Lee
et al. (2009a). In the GCM, instead of resolving these inter-
actions, cumulus clouds are parameterized by Hack’s (1994)
scheme (due to the use of the coarse resolutions). Hack’s
scheme can be triggered when the large-scale moist insta-
bility (controlled by large-scale forcings) exists. However,
in the region of interest here (in the MBL), there is no large-
scale instability developing throughout the simulation period.
Hence, Hack’s scheme is not activated and thus cumulus
clouds are not formed in the GCM.

6.4.2 Role of aerosols in the formation and development
of cumulus clouds

In this section, the role of aerosols in the formation and de-
velopment of cumulus clouds is examined and compared to
that of the surface LH fluxes. Since aerosols are known to
change the LH distribution, precipitation, and thus instabil-
ity in MBL (Stevens et al., 1998), they can play a role in the
transition to cumulus clouds.

Due to the increase in the surface LH flux starting around
00:00 LST on 13 July in the PD environment, cumulus clouds
start to develop in the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run as in the
CSRM-PD run around 00:00 LST on 17 July as shown in
Fig. 6e. This leads to a large increase in the averaged LWP
after 00:00 LST on 17 July as shown in Table 2. However,
no cumulus clouds are simulated in the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD)
run where the LH flux increase is not as significant as in the
CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run. Both the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run
and the CSRM-PD run show the formation of cumulus clouds
and cumulus clouds are absent in the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD)
run. Thus, we infer that the dependence of the cumulus for-
mation on the aerosol level is very weak and the magnitude
of the increase in the surface LH flux controls this formation.

Also, it needs to be pointed out that the averaged LWP
in the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) over the period after 00:00 LST
on 17 July is∼40% smaller than that in the CSRM-PD run
as shown in Table 2. This is shown in the upper horizon-
tal arrow (indicating the increasing cumulus mass with the
change in aerosols from the PI to PD level at the PD environ-
ment) in Fig. 8c. This indicates that although the formation
of cumulus clouds is basically determined by how large the
LH flux increases, the mass of cumulus clouds is controlled
by the aerosol level. Sensitivity tests show that this effect
of aerosols on cumulus clouds is robust to differences in en-
vironmental conditions on 00:00 LST on 17 July (acting as
initial conditions for cumulus clouds) between the CSRM-
PD and CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) runs. Figure 11b shows that the
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variance of the vertical velocity is larger in the CSRM-PD
run than in the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run (after 00:00 LST on
17 July). This leads to larger condensation and liquid mass
after 00:00 LST on 17 July. This indicates that the interac-
tions among the LH flux, the buoyancy flux, and dynamics
in cumulus clouds become stronger with increasing aerosols.
These stronger interactions with increasing aerosols lead to
a larger increase in the averaged LWP over the entire sim-
ulation period in the CSRM-PD run relative to the CSRM-
E(PI)-A(PD) run than in the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run relative
to the CSRM-PI run as shown in Table 2. This is also shown
in the comparison between the two vertical arrows in Fig. 8a.
They depict the increasing LWP with the PI-to-PD change
in the environment at the PI (the left arrow) and the PD (the
right arrow) aerosols. The sensitivity of the response of the
formation and development of cumulus clouds and thus the
averaged LWP over the entire period to the changes in the
environment (more specifically, changes in the surface LH
fluxes) increases with increasing aerosols.

6.5 Dependence of the LWP responses to aerosols on
cloud type

It is notable that there are larger increases in the averaged
LWP over the period involving cumulus clouds with the
change from the PI aerosols to the PD aerosols than in the
period when stratocumulus clouds are dominant (i.e., com-
paring the CSRM-PD run and the CSRM-E(PD)-A(PI) run).
This is shown in the comparison between the upper horizon-
tal arrows in Fig. 8b and in Fig. 8c. The upper horizon-
tal arrow in Fig. 8c shows larger LWP variation than that
in Fig. 8b. Figure 8c and b are for the period when cu-
mulus clouds form and for the period when stratocumulus
clouds dominate, respectively. These increases in the period
with cumulus clouds are also larger than those between the
CSRM-PI run and the CSRM-E(PI)-A(PD) run when stra-
tocumulus clouds dominate either before or after 00:00 LST
on 17 July (see Table 2). This can be seen in the compari-
son of the lower horizontal arrow in each of Fig. 8b and c to
the upper arrow in Fig. 8c. Note that stratiform clouds domi-
nate for the entire simulation period with the PI environment.
These larger increases indicate that liquid mass changes due
to aerosols depend on the cloud type. Aerosol effects on cu-
mulus clouds induce larger changes in liquid mass than those
on stratiform clouds.

7 Summary and discussion

A 20-day simulation was performed using a CSRM coupled
with a double-moment microphysics for a case of thin stra-
tocumulus clouds for each of the PD condition (the CSRM-
PD run) and PI condition (the CSRM-PI run). These clouds
are located at (30◦ N, 120◦ W) off the coast of the west-
ern Mexico. Initial conditions, large-scale forcings, surface
fluxes, and aerosols produced by a GCM simulation with

the PD (PI) conditions (the GCM-PD (PI) run) at (30◦ N,
120◦ W) were imposed on the CSRM-PD (PI) run. This en-
abled a comparison of the responses of thin clouds to the
transition from the PI condition to the PD condition sim-
ulated in a GCM to those in the CSRM. The much higher
resolution and more detailed representation of cloud micro-
physics were used for the CSRM as compared to those in
the GCM. This enables the CSRM to act as a benchmark to
assess these responses simulated by the GCM.

The coarse spatial resolution (a main cause of the first line
of complication discussed in Zhang et al., 2003) employed
in climate models is not able to resolve the effect of aerosols
on interactions between supersaturation and the surface area
of cloud droplets in the cloud layer. Instability around cloud
base is not resolved by the coarse resolution as well. These
interactions and instability play important roles in aerosol ef-
fects on LWP in thin stratocumulus clouds simulated by the
CSRM here. So far, in general, parameterizations for the rep-
resentation of the LWP variation with aerosols have simply
relied on the aerosol-induced changes in the autoconversion
of cloud liquid and hydrometeor sedimentation in climate
models. They do not take into account feedbacks among mi-
crophysics, dynamics, and the instability which are affected
by aerosols.

In addition, this study indicates that the second line of
complication of Zhang et al. (2003) can also cause a high
uncertainty in the simulation of changing cloud properties
since industrialization. Most of GCMs (including the GCM
used here) and some of CSRMs have adopted saturation ad-
justment schemes. These schemes are not able to predict su-
persaturation and thereby to consider the effects of interac-
tions between supersaturation and the surface area of cloud
droplets (varying with aerosols) on condensation. This im-
plies that although the first line of complication were re-
moved by using high resolutions, the effect of aerosols on
these interactions would not be simulated when the saturation
adjustment is used in climate models. When the stratocumu-
lus clouds dominate, the increase in the LWP between the PD
and PI runs was controlled by the increase in condensation in
the CSRM runs. However, the role of the decrease in the con-
version of cloud liquid to rain in this LWP variation between
the PD and PI runs was negligible in the CSRM runs. This
is associated with the spectral information of the size distri-
bution for collections considered in the CSRM runs. In con-
trast, in the GCM runs with no consideration of the spectral
information, the decrease in the conversion of cloud liquid
to rain played a role that was as important as that of the in-
crease in condensation with the PI-to-PD change. This con-
tributed to the large differences in the response of the LWP
and model-top SCF to the change from the PI condition to
the PD condition between the GCM and the CSRM simula-
tions. Especially, the percentage variation of model-top SCF
(which is one of the most important estimates of aerosol indi-
rect effect) with the PI-to-PD change is much smaller in the
GCM simulations than in the CSRM simulations.
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The first and second lines of complications also led to sub-
stantial discrepancies between the CSRM and the GCM for
both PI and PD conditions. Supersaturation produced by
updrafts is consumed by the condensation of water vapor
onto droplets and increasing (decreasing) CDNC provides
increasing (decreasing) surface areas of droplets for conden-
sation. This leads to decreasing (increasing) equilibrium su-
persaturation, for a given background aerosol level. These
interactions are explicitly simulated in the CSRM runs due
to the use of the high resolution and the prediction of su-
persaturation. However, condensation is diagnosed based on
environmental conditions in the GCM runs. It is found that
the explicit simulation of these interactions tends to produce
less condensation in the CSRM run as compared to the sat-
uration adjustment scheme in the GCM run. This is for the
stratocumulus regime in both the PD and the PI runs. Also,
these interactions lead to the smaller LWP being closer to the
MODIS-observed LWP in the CSRM-run than in the GCM-
run in the stratocumulus regime. Hence, for these aerosol and
environmental conditions, climate models with the saturation
adjustment are likely to overestimate the mass of stratocumu-
lus clouds.

This study indicates that the first line of complication in
the parameterization of clouds in GCMs (discussed in Zhang
et al., 2003) can affect the simulation of cloud types. The
subgrid-scale interactions among the increasing surface LH
fluxes, buoyancy fluxes, and entrainment explicitly simulated
in the CSRM enabled the development of cumulus clouds
with the PD condition. However, the absence of the explicit
simulation of these interactions due to the coarse resolution
prevented the formation of cumulus clouds in the GCM. The
development of cumulus clouds in the CSRM led to sub-
stantial differences between the GCM and CSRM in the re-
sponse of the LWP and thus radiation to the change from
PI to PD conditions. This development of cumulus clouds
with increasing LH fluxes implies that the climate change as-
sociated with the increasing greenhouse gases and thus the
surface temperature can act in favor of increasing the fre-
quency of the stratocumulus-to-cumulus transition. This is
because increases in temperature near the Earth’s surface
due to increases in greenhouse gases can increase the sur-
face LH fluxes as shown by Bretherton and Wyant (1997).
They showed that the surface LH fluxes increase with the in-
creasing sea surface temperatures. This increase in the LH
fluxes induced by the increasing greenhouse gases may have
impacts on the transition of stratocumulus clouds to cumulus
clouds and thus on the mass of warm clouds. This in turn may
affect the effects of warm clouds on the global radiation bud-
get. It should be pointed out that supplementary simulations
indicated that the increase of aerosols since industrialization
can increase the sensitivity of the stratocumulus-to-cumulus
transition and the associated changes in the mass of warm
clouds to increasing LH fluxes (associated with the green-
house gases). Also, supplementary simulations demonstrated
that aerosol effects on clouds depend on the cloud type. The

mass of water in cumulus clouds is more sensitive to aerosols
than the mass of water in stratocumulus clouds. Hence, the
more frequent development of warm cumulus clouds due to
increasing LH fluxes (associated with the increasing green-
house gases) is likely to increase the sensitivity of the mass
of warm clouds to aerosols. The GCM is expected to be un-
able to take into account the changing radiation budget due
to possible changes in cloud types, the role of aerosols in
these changes, and the changing cloud sensitivity to aerosols.
This is because these are associated with sub-grid interac-
tions among the surface LH fluxes, buoyancy fluxes, and en-
trainment.

Stevens et al. (2005) indicated that the 20-m vertical res-
olution adopted in the CSRM runs could not be fine enough
to simulate stratocumulus clouds with confidence. However,
Guo et al. (2008) found that basic features of the integra-
tions (e.g., the inversion height, LWP and cloud-top radia-
tive cooling) were similar for vertical resolutions of 40 m or
finer. An additional set of simulations with a vertical reso-
lution of 5 m for the CSRM-PD and -PI runs (only for the
period when stratocumulus clouds are dominant cloud type
for both runs) is performed. Consistent with the finding of
Guo et al. (2008), these simulations show nearly identical re-
sults (e.g., LWP, effective radius, and cloud fraction) to those
with the resolution of 20 m below the top of the MBL. This
indicates that the qualitative nature of results here can be con-
sidered robust to the vertical resolution.

The generalization of the results reported here requires fur-
ther investigation. For different changes in environment and
aerosols than here, the LWP response and the associated roles
of the environment in the change from the PI to PD will be
different than shown here. More case studies of thin strati-
form clouds experiencing the various PI-to-PD changes are
needed in order to establish a generalization of the results
reported here.
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